
   
     EHOA  AGM -  3rd September 2017 – Burghley Horse Trials 
 
 
A warm welcome to you all and thank you for attending the 18th Annual General Meeting of the Event Horse 
Owners Association. 
 
I have pleasure in giving you a short account of our activities over the last year and this will be followed up 
by Jonathan Clarke reporting on the Associations Financial position. 
 
RETIREMENTS/ NEW ROLES 
You may already know or have read on our website that after 5 years as Honourable Treasurer and 
Company Secretary plus numerous other roles such as one of the Founder Member and of course 
Chairman, Jeremy Skinner has decided it is time to retire from our Board.   For what he has done and 
achieved for owners in this Sport is enormous and had it not been for him and his other co-founder members 
including his wife Judy we would not be sitting here now with the “VOICE” for Owners that now exists in the 
sport. 
 
We are however extremely fortunate and incredibly grateful to Jonathan Clark who has offered to step into 
the role as Treasurer and Company Secretary. I say fortunate and grateful as Jonathan has been on the 
Board of the Association for the past 10 years heading up the sponsorship side, he knows the association 
well and how it operates so we are extremely lucky to have him taking over this role -  I can safely say “we 
are going from one incredibly safe pair of hands to another”.  To you both, huge thanks.  I might add taking 
on this role is one thing but mentoring me through the A/c’s and Financials is another!  I hope Jeremy this 
was a significant part of your brief in the handvover to Jonathan!!!! 
 
Whilst I am on the topic of sad goodbyes, and it has not happened yet as we are clinging on to them until the 
last minute, but come November we will also be saying goodbye to Judy Skinner and Monika Hunt.  Judy as 
mentioned earlier was also a Founder Member, been on the Board since its inception and of course was 
Chairman from 2008 -2012.  Monika Hunt has been instrumental in heading up the Hospitality Team and has 
run the Badminton Tent and the Annual Dinner & Awards with aplomb for 20 years.  We will be saying a 
proper goodbye to Jeremy, Judy and Monika at our Annual Dinner on the 23rd November at Ascot 
Racecourse but in case you are not able to make it. I think we should just take the opportunity today to 
formerly record our appreciation and publically thank them for the enormous contribution they have made to 
our SPORT. 
 
ERM 
 
As you know the EHOA was very much part of the initiation process in getting the series started and has 
supported the ERM from the outset.  The series is moving towards the end of its second year, it has again 
been an exciting year, but I am sure not without its challenges, however I believe when you can turn the TV 
on and up pops the ERM Series on one of the main Sky Sports channels, and without having to press the 
RED button, then I think we should all be excited and proud to see that our SPORT is finally getting this 
worldwide exposure that it deserves.  This is what the sport needs and the motivation of Diana Brunsden and 
her team 4 years ago to make this happen was, and is a turning point for the Sport. Of course without the 
gigantic support from Chris and Lisa Stone the Series potentially could have been a non-starter so WE in the 
Eventing World have a huge amount to thank them for. 
 
With all the innovation the ERM has produced, a welcome ‘shot’ to the sport, we must also recognise it has 
involved significant change for Event Organisers. Just as they have to be mindful of what the ERM requires 
to deliver each leg successfully, we recognise that ERM equally needs to be mindful of what the Organisers 
are themselves trying to achieve in running the other classes at the Event.  There has to be ‘give and take’ 
on both sides. 
 
I am confident going forward that sensible consultation and support from all parties in the Sport enables the 
ERM to succeed, we will of course be there to support.  We have enjoyed hosting the Owners facilities at 
those Series run in this Country and look forward to this continuing in the future. 
 
ORGANSIERS  
 
IN 2017 we have continued to support may of the Events and Organisers through Sponsorship of both 
fences sponsorship, hospitality and on a wider scale through the Event Calendar of Owners Prizes ranging 
from Grassroots to 3 & 4 star level.  This started the year with supporting the EHOA winners at the Mitsubishi 
Motors Cup, the 90 & 100 winners generously sponsored by Jeremy Lawton and Shearwater Insurance 



Services and we have awarded many winning Owners Prizes at numerous events covering the 1,2 and 3 
star level culminating at the end of the year with the Awards to the Owners of the Senior GB European Gold 
Medal Team at our Annual Dinner which I will touch on later. 
 
 
THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS 
 
We together with some of the other key Member bodies stand together to make sure that the Sport is 
managed and of course following a new Governance Model that ensures that the BEF are fully compliant 
with the New Code for Sports Governance issued by UK Sport and Sport England.  As one of the main 
stakeholders, the EHOA,  I can assure you we are watching closely this transition stage, as you know from a 
statement put out by BD, BE BS, The British Horse Society and the Pony Club at the end of July there were 
serious concerns about the leadership of the BEF and the proposed changes of governance, strategy and 
structure of the Federation were being managed. A Council has been formed and there will be an AGM on 
13th September to approve the New Governance structure with the 31st October being the deadline set by 
UK Sport for it to be delivered.  British Eventing put out a statement post this after some consultation with the 
EHOA and other bodies.  Although British Eventing and its Board are not signed up to or required to meet 
the UK Sport Code requirements (simply because the funding goes direct to the BEF and not to them) they 
have however made a statement to that they are wedded to ensure that BE meet the code’s requirements as 
it is felt that good governance and its demonstration are vitally important in today’s sporting world.   
 
You may wonder why I am giving you all this information and the purpose of it?  Well as you know there 
have been many proposed changes in our sport both with the Rules and even more importantly the format 
and implementation of our Sport moving forward.  It is so vitally important to have the ‘key’ people in place 
both at the National Level and at the BEF to enable us to have any ‘chance’ of influencing those at the FEI. 
To this end I can assure you that the EHOA are fully committed to supporting the ‘change’ that must take 
place to secure the Sport moving forward. This means not only Governance issues, ‘People’ matter. 
 
You will be aware of the BE Elections taking place at Osberton in early October.  From whatever level be it 
National or International it is important that we have the right people on the Boards with the necessary 
experience to lead our National Sport.  5 candidates have put themselves forward and I urge not only you all 
to vote but please can you gently persuade as many other Members that you come in to contact with to vote 
also.  I am sure we ALL have a moan and something to say about the Sport at times but unless we actively 
do something about it, like voting to get the candidate of your choice to represent us then those who moan 
and do nothing about it have no leg to stand on! So please vote. 
 
EHOA MEMBERSHIP 
 
The Membership continues to grow steady and we have a good proportion of each category.  Be it a Full 
Member, Joint, Owner/Rider and Youth. 
 
I would like to make special mention to thank our Membership secretary Alex van Tuyll who works tirelessly 
from wherever she is around the World keeping all up to date and communicating with our Members.  
Whether it is by individual email or emails through the database, she never ceases to amaze me of her 
efficiency. 
 
We also this year launched our New Website.  A year of planning and meetings but on cue, the evening 
before Badminton, the EHOA website went “LIVE”.  Masses of thanks to Becky Elvin who committed an 
entire year to this and now manages the website, Hugh Lloyd who added his expertise to all areas and of 
course to Andrew Cadman from Standing Wave who designed the programme for us.  Becky also is our PR 
and Press Board Member who has been doing an outstanding job for the EHOA and has built up good 
working relationships with her opposite numbers of our Partners/Sponsors.  Together they drive the 
necessary exposure and with Alex heading up also the Social Media side I think the EHOA can now be 
proud of their achievements in this area. 
 
TEAMS SUCCESS 
 
 
Ponies    -  Team Silver in Hungary with Georgina Herrling taking Gold and Saffron Osborne  
        Taking silver.  
 
Juniors    -  Team Silver in Millstreet, Ireland with Bubby Upton taking the Gold for the Brits. 
 
Young Riders     -  Team Bronze in Millstreet with Alex kennedy taking Silver for the Brits. 



 
Seniors Championship Team   -   Team Gold in Poland with Nicola Wilson taking the Bronze medal. 
 
 
We also congratulate all the other Nations involved and their Medal winning performances. 
 
To the OWNERS of all these successful Teams and many of them are EHOA Members whether supporting 
the GB Teams or other International Teams many congratulations to you ALL. 
 
The significance of the Owners in supporting their Riders, Countries and National Federations is enormous 
and I know that it is truly appreciated and finally recognised. 
 
By way of thanking and showing their Immense appreciation to  Owners, this year the Owners of The GB 
Senior European Championship Team in 2017 in collaboration, World Class/ British Eventing and the EHOA 
are delighted to be presenting Awards to All the Owners of the Team to not only thank them for their 
Success but also their Support.  These awards are generously being given by David Johnson from Equine 
Construction, a “KEY” sponsor of the EHOA. 
 
This will take place at our Annual Dinner and Awards Evening on the 23rd November at Ascot Racecourse.  
We hope and look forward to seeing as many of our Members there, it should be a terrific evening and those 
that book early will have the opportunity to have complimentary tickets for the Race meeting the next day. 
 
THE WORK OF THE EHOA BOARD 
 
My final words must be about the EHOA board, many of them being here today.  I would not only like to 
formerly thank them for all their immensely hard work but also to bring to the attention of our Members just 
how ‘broad’ the brief is now in the work they do in representing Owners.  The work in the hospitality tents 
both here and at the other events is self evident, running an operation like this at Burghley takes an immense 
lot of planning and thank you to Margie Hall and the team here for such a wonderful facility.  In addition to 
this, enormous amount of work is going on in other very important areas.  We are again at a crossroads with 
proposals for changes from the Eventing Committee of the FEI.  With the new format being adopted for 
Tokyo, this has spearheaded a review of the structure of the competitions to adapt to the current global level 
of the Sport which is believed will support the implementation of the Olympic strategy. 
 
The ‘voice’ of Owners and Riders is vital at this time to try to steer these proposals to a workable outcome 
without compromising the true foundations of the sport.  (The FEI proposals will be posted up on the EHOA 
website for your consideration.) 
 
There is a lot of work to do and the EHOA understands that our Association must adapt to moving to an 
agenda and structure to respond to these changes and its wider role of its work on behalf of Owners.  We 
are not merely a social organisation but our role as you can see is far greater than that. 
 
 
Many thanks and very much look forward to seeing as many of you on the 23rd November at Ascot 
Racecourse for the Annual Dinner and Awards. 
 
 
I shall now pass over to Jonathan Clarke, the EHOA Treasurer & Company Secretary who will kindly give us 
a summary of the Accounts for 2016. 
 
 
 
Cathy Butler 
Chairman EHOA 
3rd September 2017 
Burghley 
 
  
 
 


